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Anarchist Artist Is Seriously Running For Something

On-line resources:
Stone Riley campaign website: www.stoneriley.com/EcvMain.html
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Occupy convention website: www.TheNationalGeneralAssembly.org

Worcester, MA April 10, 2012 – Stone Riley, an artist in Worcester, Massachusetts, is vying to become 

a delegate from his region to the Occupy Movement's national convention later this year.  And he looks 

like a guy the local activist community might pick to represent them at the national conclave: a smart 

well spoken older man who worked hard last fall at the local Occupy encampment.

But there is a problem.  Stone Riley bills himself as a "nonviolent anarchist".  It says "anarchist" right 

at the top of his campaign website.  But the convention's national organizers are seeking wide 

participation in the on-line voting for delegates; in fact, they're calling the event a National General 

Assembly.  And Worcester is an old industrial town with rather conservative tastes.  Even in this 

remarkably volatile political year, it's unclear how much support Riley could possibly get beyond his 

fellow activists.
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But on the other hand, people might find his campaign attractive on artistic merit.  The campaign 

materials are minimal (a website, a printed statement and a homemade video) but they are engaging. 

While they do paint a serious picture – an American senior with an earnest desire to do the country 

some good – there are amusing brushstrokes too.  You've got to say there are some visual jokes.  It's 

not bad reality entertainment.  It looks like a sincere good humored creative shoestring effort at making 

democracy work.

Even that word "anarchist" in the website masthead is softened with humor.  It's in a sort of news 

bulletin headline: "March 2012: An Anarchist Artist Is Seriously Running For Something."  Then on 

second glance, if you're a Hitchcock fan, you might decide the masthead banner looks like a movie 

poster from the 1940's, complete with melodramatic close up of an actor's face.  Of course here it's 

advertising the campaign's homemade video.  And then if you watch Riley's movie closely you can 

catch a quick cameo appearance by a cute cat; not Alfred Hitchcock but after all this is on YouTube.

But then if you are a movie fan you might feel compelled to judge the little video seriously.  The 

camera's squinty fish eye view is strange of course, like it always is in these computer desktop 

YouTube things, but at least the human face is close and active with emotion and nicely lit.  It is at 

least an intimate unblinking view of an artist speaking passion.

And the poetry, as such, is interesting.  They are his poems.  There's three of them.  It is an open airy 

line with lots of room for vision.  The style is good for telling stories and that's what Riley does with it; 

three short stories spaced along his sixty-five year life.  The message overall seems to be something 

like a long discovery of peace.

Riley also tries hard to strike a sympathetic note in his detailed statement.  First he stakes out familiar 

lefty positions – the agenda starts with global warming and green jobs – but then he declares it's 

"absolutely necessary" to persuade Republicans.  His bio claims some distinctly unorthodox creds but 

claims a small business Midwestern heritage too.
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It' hard to guess what voters might think of this.  And what is Occupy's future anyway?

At least the word "anarchist" can now be spoken in some small corner of America's political public 

square without the sky falling down.  Maybe that's a significant fact.  And this new openness might be 

a  contribution Occupy has made already.  But in any case, if you're interested in cinema or poetry, 

Stone Riley's political campaign movie is a decent homemade video.

You can find it on the web by searching for "Stone Riley Election".
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